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The Human Brain During the Second Trimester (Atlas of Human Central Nervous System Development)CRC Press, 2005

	The brain in the second trimester, the subject of Volume

	3, is nearing anatomical maturity throughout the brainstem. In contrast, the neurogenesis and neuronal migration are still in progress in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum. Consequently, the authors chose to focus on the migration, sojourning, and settling of the neuronal...
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Tissue Stem CellsCRC Press, 2006

	Tissue stem cells and their medical applications have become a major focus of research over the past decade. With 16 full-color illustrations, this reference provides a thorough and up-to-date overview of the current and emerging technologies for stem cell research and transplantation. Divided into three sections covering general issues,...
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Indirect Searches for New PhysicsCRC Press, 2021

	
		This is the first book to discuss the search for new physics in charged leptons, neutrons, and quarks in one coherent volume. The area of indirect searches for new physics is highly topical; though no new physics particles have yet been observed directly at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, the methods described in this book will...
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Satellite Communication EngineeringCRC Press, 2002
Because of the immense importance of signal processing and the fastgrowing demands of business and industry, this series on signal processing serves to report up-to-date developments and advances in the field. The topics of interest include but are not limited to the following.

	Signal theory and analysis

...
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Biological Interactions Of Sulfur CompoundsCRC Press, 1996
This text focuses on the biological interactions of sulphur compounds which arise specifically from the presence of the sulphur atom within the molecule. The book opens with introductory chapters on the chemistry and biology of sulphur, before tackling the field by introducing compounds which share a common chemical combination. In general,...
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MEMS: Introduction and Fundamentals (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2005
As our knowledge of MEMS continues to grow, so does The MEMS Handbook. The field has changed so much that this Second Edition is now available in three volumes. Individually, each volume provides focused, authoritative treatment of specific areas of interest. Together, they comprise the most comprehensive collection of MEMS knowledge available,...
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Introduction to Information Theory and Data Compression, Second EditionCRC Press, 2003
An effective blend of carefully explained theory and practical  applications, this text imparts the fundamentals of both information  theory and data compression. Although the two topics are related, this  unique text allows either topic to be presented independently, and it  was specifically designed so that the data compression section  requires...
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Food Safety Control in the Poultry IndustryCRC Press, 2005

	The safety of poultry, meat, and eggs continues to be a major concern for consumers. As a result, there has been a wealth of research on identifying and controlling hazards at all stages on the supply chain. Food Safety Control in the Poultry Industry summarizes this research and its implications for all those involved in supplying and...
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Endocannabinoids: The Brain and Body's Marijuana and BeyondCRC Press, 2005

	Over the past decade, there have been major advances in understanding the mechanisms whereby marijuana interacts with the brain in producing psychoactive and potentially therapeutic effects. The discovery of specific gene coding for cannabinoid receptors activated by smoking marijuana,  and the finding of endogenous cannabinoids, which...
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MRI of the Liver: A Practical GuideCRC Press, 2006

	With 2300 radiological images dispersed throughout the text, this source provides an expansive armamentarium of case studies and examples showcasing both common and uncommon liver pathologies. Serving as an unparalleled how-to source for the investigation of liver disease by MRI, this guide demonstrates key MRI techniques currently utilized...
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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing from MATLAB® to C with the TMS320C6x DSPs, Second EditionCRC Press, 2011

	
		From the Foreword:

	
		"…There are many good textbooks today to teach digital signal processing, but most of them are content to teach the theory, and perhaps some MATLAB® simulations. This book has taken a bold step forward. It not only presents the theory, it reinforces...
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More Cooking Innovations: Novel Hydrocolloids for Special DishesCRC Press, 2018

	
		Hydrocolloids are among the most commonly used ingredients in the food industry. They function as thickeners, gelling agents, texturizers, stabilizers, and emulsifiers, and have applications in the areas of edible coatings and flavor release. This book More Cooking Innovations: Novel Hydrocolloids for Special Dishes...
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